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Let Y be a finite-dimensional linear space with norm | |, and let 
R = (— oo, oo). Let se be the algebra of linear functions from Y to Y with 
induced norm || ||, and let A be a locally integrable function from R to 
se. W. A. Coppel [2], [3, Theorem 1, p. 131] has determined necessary 
and sufficient conditions for 

(NH) u\t) = f(t) + A(t)u(t) 

to have at least one solution u in if co[R+, Y] (where R+ — [0, oo)) for 
each ƒ in J?°°[R+, Y]. R. Conti [1] has solved the same problem for/in 
£>P[R+, Y], p ^ 1, and u in jS?°°[fl+, Y]. In this note we indicate how 
the results of [4] solve both of these problems for equations on R instead 
of R+. Let Q> be the fundamental solution for 

(H) v'(t) = AMt), 

i.e., G> is that locally absolutely continuous function from JR to sé such 
that €>(£) = I + joA(s)Q>(s) ds whenever t is in R. 

THEOREM. Statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent and statements (iii) and 
(iv) are equivalent. 

(i) Iff is in JS?°°[R, Y] there is a solution u of (NH) in J£?°°[K, Y], 
(ii) There are three supplementary projections P_ 1 ? P 0 , and P1 and a 

number K such that ift is in R then 

f mt)P- Ms)~x \\ds + I f ||0.(t)Po<D(s)-11| ds 
J -oo I J o I 

/•oo 

(iii) ƒƒƒ is in <£\R, Y], p > 1, tfim? is a solution u of (NH) in ^ [ K , Y]. 
(iv) T/tere are P-l9P0,Pl9 and K as in (ii) such that if t is in R then 
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f ||<Kt)P_Ms)~ '\\qds+\( mt)Po*{8)-*||«ds\ 
• > - o o I J o I 

where p + q = pq. 
If, in (iii), we take p = 1, then (iv) can be replaced by (iv)* and we still 

have equivalence. 

(iv)* ||®(t)P0®(s)" *|| è K for all (t, s) in R x K, and 
IIOWP!®^)-1!!^^ ( f t^s . 

The implications (ii) -• (i) and (iv) -> (iii) are both obvious. Let M0 be 
the subspace of Y consisting of all values at zero of bounded solutions of 
(H). Let M_ ! be a subspace such that M_x 0 M0 is all values at zero of 
solutions of (H) bounded on P + , and let M1 be similarly determined by 
R- = ( - oo, 0]. Let Mœ be determined by Y = M0 © M_ t © M t © Mœ . 
Let P0, P-1, Px, and P^ be the projections of Y onto M0, M _ l 5 M b and 
Mo, respectively. If (i) holds then [4, Theorem 1] tells us that P^ = 0, so 
(ii) can now be proved with standard techniques (see [3, pp. 131-134]). 
Similarly, if (iii) holds, the integral 

f :|Pa><D(s)-1|l,ds 

exists, and the linear function A from JS?P[R, Y] to Y given by 

A[/]= f p^sr'mds 
J-ao 

is identically zero, so P^ = 0. Now arguments similar to those of [1] can 
be used to establish (iii) -> (iv). 
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